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Abstract'

The"characterization"of"neuronal"activity"is"challenging"due"to"the"intrinsic"complexity"of"
the" brain" and" its" dynamics." It" is" important" to" understand" the" activity" in" brain" functions"
and"also" in"brain"diseases."Epilepsy" is"of"major" interest" for" scientists" since"decades."The"
characterization" of" the" brain" area" that" initiates" the" epileptic" seizures" and" how" they"
propagate" through" the"brain" is" still" subject" to"ongoing"research."Evolution"of" technology"
enables"us" to"have"more"precise"and"effective"recording"devices" to"acquire" the"electrical"
signals" from" the" brain." For" the" case" of" epilepsy" diagnostics" this" includes" the" use" of"
intracranial"electrodes"implanted"in"the"brain."Apart"from"conventional"intracranial"macro"
electroencephalographic" (EEG)" recordings," we" now" also" have" intracranial" micro" EEG"
recordings."Such"microelectrodes"can"record"electrical"activity"at"a"subImillimetre"scale"in"
the"brain"and"therefore"are"a"valuable"source"of"information"to"do"further"analysis.""

This"thesis"project"was"carried"out"in"the"Nonlinear"Time"Series"Analysis"(NTSA)"research"
group" in" the" Pompeu" Fabra" University" (UPF)" and" involved" an" internship" in" the"
epileptology"department"in"the"clinic"of"the"University"of"Bonn."This"internship"allowed"us"
to" acquire" micro" and" macro" EEG" recordings" and" also" allowed" to" analyse" in# situ" the"
problems" that" arise" during" the" data" acquisition" process." One" main" contribution" of" this"
project" is" the" acquisition" of" this" innovative" type" of" data" for" further" analysis." The" data"
analysed" in" this" work" is" from" an" epilepsy" patient" with" medial" temporal" lobe" (MTL)"
epilepsy." In" this" thesis" we" assess" the" EEG" on" different" scales" of" spatial" resolution,"
comparing" macro" and" micro" recordings." Furthermore," we" analyse" the" synchronicity"
during" the" course" of" an" epileptic" seizure" between"neural" populations."Macro" recordings"
show"a" drop" of" synchrony" at" the" seizure" onset," consistent"with" previous" findings" of" the"
Nonlinear"Time"Series"Analysis"group." In"contrast,"micro"recordings"show"an" increase"of"
synchrony"at" the"onset"of" the"seizure."These" findings,"which"are"new"and"original" to" this"
thesis,"suggest"that"only"very"local"networks"are"highly"synchronised"while"the"seizure"is"
taking" place." These" findings" can" contribute" to" the" understanding" of" epileptic" seizures’"
dynamics.""
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1.'INTRODUCTION'
'

1.1'MOTIVATION'

'
Epilepsy"has"been"and"still"is"a"widely"studied"neurological"disorder."In"addition,"some"of"
the" current" knowledge" about" cognitive" functions" in" the" brain," and"mainly" how"memory"
functions" are" organized,"were" discovered" as" a" result" of" the" neurosurgery" carried" on" an"
epilepsy" patient" [1]." The" study" of" epilepsy" needs" interdisciplinary" research," thus" that"
people"from"many"different"disciplines"work"together."A"highly,"if"not"the"most,"important"
tool" for" epilepsy" study" is" electroencephalography" (EEG)," in" order" to" study" the" electrical"
activity" in" the" brain" [2]." The"German"physicist" and" neurologist"Hans"Berger," introduced"
the"EEG"in"1929,"and"since"then,"a"new"era"for"functional"analysis"of"the"brain"began"[3].""
"
The" study"of"neuronal"dynamics" is"of"high" importance" for" a"better"understanding"of" the"
underlying" processes" [4]." The" coordination" between" neural" populations" is" key" for" the"
achievement"of"cognitive"functions."In"epilepsy,"the"particular"synchrony"that"arises"from"
the" natural" coordination" in" between" neurons" is" disturbed" [4]." Lots" of" efforts" towards" a"
better" understanding" of" neuron’s" behaviour" in" the" brain" of" epilepsy" patients" have" been"
dedicated."Yet" the" full"comprehension"and" interpretation"of"epilepsy"EEG"recordings" is"a"
matter"still"to"ongoing"research.""
"
In"this"thesis"we"aim"to"study"the"synchronization"patterns"that"arises"in"the"course"of"an"
epileptic" seizure" at" two" different" spatial" resolutions." " We" study" the" synchronization" by"
applying"a"linear"correlation"technique"following"the"work"of"Andrzejak"et"al."[5],"[6]."We"
apply" this" analysis" to" conventional" intracranial" EEG" recordings" of" an" epilepsy" patient."
Furthermore," we" use" data" extracted" from" a" novel" intracranial" EEG" technique:" depth"
microelectrodes."We"perform"the"same"analysis" for" the"micro"EEG"recordings"as" the"one"
used"in"the"macro"EEG"recordings.""
"
1.1.1'MICRO'ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC'RECORDINGS'

'
Acquisition"of"the"data"from"Bonn:"WorldIleading"institution"

"

One" of" the"world" leading" institutions" in" epilepsy" diagnostics," treatment," and" research" is"
located" in" Bonn," Germany." It" is" the" only" hospital" uniquely" dedicated" to" epilepsy" in"
Germany."They"make"intracranial"EEG"recordings"when"the"situation"requires"it,"and"this"
will"be"described"in"chapter"2."

They"recently"implemented"a"new"acquisition"technique,"which"enables"to"record"electric"
signals" at" a" cell" level." These" are" microelectrodes," little" wires" attached" to" conventional"
clinical"electrodes."Therefore"they"can"obtain"the"macro"and"micro"recordings"at"the"same"
time"without"increasing"the"risk"to"the"already"invasive"intracranial"recording"technique."
Microelectrode"recordings"are"still"very"new"and"there"are"not"many"places"dealing"with"
them."These"signals"are"very"interesting"from"a"research"perspective,"not"only"for"cognitive"
neuroscience"but"also"for"signal"analysis.""
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As"part"of" this" thesis"project" I" acquired"data" from"Bonn"and"brought" it" to" the"Nonlinear"
Time" Series" Analysis" (NTSA)" research" group," department" of" Information" and"
Communication"Technologies,"Pompeu"Fabra"University,"Barcelona."My"stay" in" the" clinic"
was"for"a"whole"week."This"allowed"me"to"follow"the"initial"procedure"of"the"diagnostics"of"
an" individual" epilepsy"patient."This" concrete" epilepsy"patient"was"not" responding" to" the"
pharmacological" treatment," meaning" that" seizures" were" not" completely" abolished" by"
medication." Many" of" the" patients" who" have" seizures" that" are" resistant" to" the"
pharmacological"treatment"have"focal"epilepsy"[7]."In"this"particular"case,"the"patient"had"
medial" temporal" lobe" (MTL)" epilepsy." Moreover," he" needed" the" implantation" of"
intracranial" electrodes" to" know" where" the" focal" area" was" exactly" located" because" it"
remained"unclear"after"all"nonIinvasive"diagnostics." I"was"permitted"to"be"present" in"the"
operating" room" to" document" the" surgery" of" this" patient" where" he" was" implanted" with"
conventional"clinical" intracranial"electrodes"combined"with"microelectrodes." "Moreover"I"
could"also"see"the"different"procedures"during"the"subsequent"days.""

Despite" the"centre" in"Bonn" is"world" leading" in"epilepsy"diagnostics"and" treatment," there"
are"still"many"problems"to"be"aware"of."One"of"the"biggest"concerns"is"to"choose"the"right"
reference" electrode" for" recording" the" EEG." Usually" a" global" reference" electrode" is" used"
because" it" allows" having" more" flexibility" later" on." The" advantage" to" choose" only" one"
reference" electrode" is" that" it" is" possible" to" reIreference" afterwards" and" get" a" local"
reference"overview,"while"this"feature"is"not"possible"the"other"way"around."Nevertheless,"
it"may" have" some" disadvantages" given" the" fact" that"whatever" activity" happening" in" the"
reference"electrode"will"be"reflected"in"all"the"data."In"this"sense"the"importance"to"choose"
the" right" reference" electrode" is" crucial." " Another" big" concern" is" the" appearance" of" noise"
and"artefacts"in"the"signals."There"are"many"different"kinds"of"noise"and"artefacts,"and"for"
the"majority"of"the"time,"their"appearance"is"unavoidable"with"the"current"technology.""
"
As"it"is"well"known"in"the"scientific"dataIanalysis"field,"it"is"highly"important"to"inspect"the"
data" before" proceeding" to" analysis." Otherwise," the" results" obtained" after" analysing" real"
data"can"be"very"distorted,"affected"by"artefacts"or"noise."An"example"could"be"the"analysis"
of" electroencephalographic" (EEG)" recordings."When" a" clinician" provides" the" data" to" the"
physicist"either"the"physicist"has"experience"in"inspecting"this"kind"of"data"or"the"clinician"
provides"all"the"details"to"him."In"any"case,"a"bridge"between"the"clinician"and"the"physicist"
could"be"supported"by"the"presence"of"a"Biomedical"engineer"who"could"give"information"
to"both."
"
Acquisition"of"EEG"data"from"Bern"
'
We" were" also" provided" with" recordings" from" the" department" of" Neurology," Insespital,"
Bern"University"Hospital," University" of"Bern," Switzerland." " These" are" intracranial"macro"
EEG"recordings"from"epilepsy"patients."These"recordings"were"completely"anonymous"and"
contained"absolutely"no"information"about"the"identity"of"the"patient.""
"
"
"
"
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1.2 EPILEPSY'
"

The"beginning"of"Electroencephalographic"(EEG)"recordings"

Hans"Berger"(1873I1941)"was"a"neurologist,"psychiatrist"and"parapsychologist"who"made"
a" systematic" study" of" the" electrical" activity" of" the" human" brain."He" discovered" that" it" is"
possible"to"amplify"and"record"this"weak"electrical"activity"[2],"[3]."He"noticed"that"specific"
waves"are"registered"when"the"subject"opens"or"closes"his"eyes"(alpha"waves"also"known"
as"“Berger’s"wave”),"differences"in"sleep"and"wakefulness"and"epileptic"activity"[3]."

Using"the"EEG,"Berger"was"the"first"to"describe"the"different"rhythms"present"in"a"normal"
or" abnormal" brain," being" also" the" first" one" to" describe" the" nature" of" EEG" alterations" in"
brain"diseases"such"as"epilepsy"[2],"[3]."

Record"electrical"activity"from"the"brain:"Scalp"EEG"

Neurons"work"with"electric"potentials" like"membrane"potentials,"postsynaptic"potentials"
and" action" potentials" [8]." The" major" projection" in" the" cortex" is" carried" by" pyramidal"
neurons"and"therefore"the"principle"source"of"EEG"activity"[9].""

Electric" charges" are" bound" to" ions" (!"!,!"!!,!"!)" and" it" takes" time" to" move" these"
around," as" they" can" be" blocked" by" the" membrane." Because" of" the" time" it" takes" for" a"
potential" to" travel" along" the"axon,"neurons"behave" like"dipoles" (having"a"negative"and"a"
positive" pole)" [8]," [9]." The" signal" recorded" is" the" sum" of" excitatory" and" inhibitory"
postsynaptic"potentials"[8],"[9]."Neurons"in"the"upper"layers"of"the"neocotex"are"all"aligned"
in" the"same"direction,"and" these" tend" to" fire" in" synchrony" (the"scalp"EEG"represents" the"
sum"of"several"100,000"neurons)"[8]."

It" is" important"to"keep"in"mind"that"we"can"only"record"scalp"EEG"from"neurons"on"gyri,"
because"neurons"are"perpendicular"to"the"surface"of"the"cortex"[9]."We"cannot"record"EEG"
from" sulci" because" neurons" are" parallel" to" the" surface." In" addition," it" is" not" possible" to"
record" scalp"EEG" from" inner" structures" such" as" the"hippocampus," because" in" the" folded"
structure,"neurons"have"opposite"directions"and"potentials"cancel"out."For"this"reason,"and"
also" due" to" the" poorer" spatial" resolution" compared" to" intracranial" electrodes," it" is"
sometimes"needed"to"implant"intracranial"electrodes"into"the"brain"of"epilepsy"patients."

"

1.2.1 INTRODUCTION'TO'EPILEPSY''
"

Epilepsy" is" a" complex"neurological"disorder" characterized"by"unpredictable" seizures" [8],"
[10]." Since" decades," the" terminology" and" definition" of" epilepsy" and" seizures" is" under"
debate"and"has"generated"great"controversy"[10]."It"still"remains"unclear,"but"institutions"
such"as"the"International"League"Against"Epilepsy"(ILAE)"and"the"International"Bureau"for"
Epilepsy"(IBE)"have"tried"to"agree"on"and"to"establish"basic"definitions"and"classifications."
Such"definitions"and"classifications"of"epilepsy"and"seizures"have"been"evolving"over"time,"
and"there"is"no"a"definitive"consensus"yet.""
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Concerning"the"definition"of"epilepsy"and"seizures"we"refer"to"the"most"recent"publication"
according" to" ILAE" and" the" IBE," epilepsy" is" defined" as" “a# chronic# condition# of# the# brain#
characterized# by# an# enduring# predisposition# to# generate# epileptic# seizures# and# by# the#
neurobiological,# cognitive,# psychological,# and# social# consequences# of# this# condition.# The#
definition#of#epilepsy#requires#the#occurrence#of#at#least#one#epileptic#seizure”" [11],"[12]."An"
epileptic" seizure" is"defined" to"be" “a#transient#occurrence#of#signs#and/or#symptoms#due#to#
abnormal#excessive#or#synchronous#neuronal#activity#in#the#brain”"[11],"[12]."

Concerning"the"classification"of"epilepsies"there"exist"an"approach,"which"is"important"for"
purposes"of"clinical"diagnoses,"investigation"and"therapeutics"[13]."Different"classifications"
are" available" regarding" the" semiology," aetiology," EEG" correlates" and" age" [13]." A"
description"of"these"very"detailed"classifications"would"be"beyond"the"scope"of"this"thesis."
Instead"we"refer"to"a"brief"general"classification"from"Kandel"et"al."[9],"which"is"reproduced"
in" Table" 1." In" this" thesis" we" will" focus" on" localizationIrelated" epilepsy," specifically" on"
Medial"Temporal"Lobe"(MTL)"epilepsy,"which"as" its"name" indicates,"has" the" focal"area" in"
this"region."

Further"terminologies"such"as"ictal"and"interictal"events"will"be"used"in"the"thesis."An"ictal"
event"refers"to"the"epileptic"seizure"activity"itself"[10],"and"interictal"refers"to"the"electrical"
activity"in"the"brain"while"no"seizure"is"taking"place,"i.e."in"between"seizures."Therefore,"the"
term"interictal"event"can"only"be"applied"to"patients"suffering"recurrent"epileptic"seizures"
[10].""

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"
"

Classification'of'Epilepsies''

1. LocalizationIrelated"epilepsies"and"syndromes"
1.1. Idiopathic"with"ageIrelated"onset"
1.2. Symptomatic"

2. Generalized"epilepsies"and"syndromes"
2.1. Idiopathic"with"ageIrelated"onset"
2.2. Idiopathic"and/or"symptomatic"
2.3. Symptomatic"

3. Epilepsies"and"syndromes"undetermined"with"respect"to"1"or"2"
3.1. With"both"partial"and"generalized"seizures"
3.2. Without"unequivocal"generalized"or"partial"features"

4. Special"syndromes"

Table' 1:' Abbreviated' classification' of' epilepsies." According# to# Kandel# et# al.,# [9]# the#
classification#is#provided#by#the#Commission#on#Classification#and#Terminology#of#the#International#
League#Against#Epilepsy,#1985.##
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1.2.2'EPILEPSY'DIAGNOSTICS'
"

Generally,"epilepsy"patients"respond"well"to"antiIepileptic"drugs,"meaning"they"get"seizureI
free"with"medication." Unfortunately," this" is" not" the" case" for" all" of" the" patients." A"minor"
part," about" 1/3" of" epilepsy" patients," do" not" respond" as" well" as" they" should" to" the"
pharmacological" treatment." This" condition" is" known" as" “pharmacoresistance”," either" the"
medication" is" ineffective"or" the"side"symptoms"are"not"well" tolerated" [14]," [15]."For" this"
group"of" patients," a" deeper"diagnostic" study" is" needed,"which"usually" include" the"use"of"
more" invasive" techniques." " The" use" of"more" invasive" techniques" allows" obtaining"more"
detailed"information"about"the"location"of"the"region"where"seizures"initiate."Afterwards,"
when"this"region"is"localized,"the"doctor"has"to"decide"if"it"can"be"removed"or"not."For"the"
group"of"patients"that"will"benefit"from"surgery,"the"surgeon"will"resect"the"damaged"part"
of"the"brain"that"is"causing"the"symptoms"[7],"[16],"[17]."This"area"is"called"focal"area,"as"it"
is"the"focus"where"the"seizure"starts."The"focal"area"is"defined"as"“the#volume#of#the#brain#
tissue#necessary#and#sufficient#for#the#generation#of#seizures”[18],"[19]."

The" localization" of" the" focal" area" is" crucial" for" pharmacoresistant" epilepsy" patients." A"
precise" and" unequivocal" definition" of" such" region" is" necessary" [20]." Once" the" area" is"
defined"properly,"the"doctor"evaluates"the"possible"effects"that"the"resection"of"such"area"
can" cause." It" is" evaluated" whether" the" resection" of" the" area" does" not" imply" a" major"
cognitive"deficit"and"can"be"safely"resected"without"a"prominent"neurological"damage"[17]."

The"evaluation"for"the"localization"of"the"focal"area"consists"of"several"diagnostic"tests:"

I Magnetic#Resonance#Imaging#(MRI)##
#
Magnetic" Resonance" Imaging" (MRI)" is" used" to" detect" structural" features" that" correlate"
with"a"possible" injury." In"medial" temporal" lobe" (MTL)"epilepsy," the"measurement"of" the"
hippocampal" volume" with" the" MRI" is" a" powerful" technique" when" a" quantifiable" lesion"
exists." Nonetheless," this" technique" has" shown" to" be" 64%" specific" for" the" measurement"
[21]." Therefore" measuring" the" hippocampal" volume" with" MRI" can" help" providing"
additional" information" for" the" diagnostics," but" is" not" sufficient" to" base" the" decision" of"
surgery"on"this"measure."Also"the"weighting"of"the"image"can"be"of"much"help"to"measure"
the" affected" brain" region." T2Iweighted" MRI" is" a" good" tool" to" assess" the" hippocampus;"
abnormalities" show" higher" T2" relaxation" times." As" the" relaxation" times" for" normal"
structures" are" known,"when" different" T2" relaxation" times" appear" in" a" region" of" the"MR"
image,"the"area"is"thought"to"be"pathological"[15],"[21]."Therefore,"in"this"case,"significant"
results"have"been"found"for"MTL"epilepsy"and"hippocampal"sclerosis"[22]."

I Electroencephalographic#recordings#(scalp#EEG)#
#
The" EEG"with" scalp" electrodes" is" a" nonIinvasive" technique,"which" is" very" useful" for" the"
diagnosis" of" epilepsy." It" allows" an" overview" for" which" type" of" epilepsy" it" is" by" looking"
where" in" the" brain" the" seizures" are" originated." Even" though" in" the" case" of" generalized"
epilepsy,"all"the"brain"is"involved."It"also"provides"a"good"measurement"for"the"estimation"
of" the" recurrence" risk" of" suffering" seizures." It" is" the" gold" standard" technique" in" preI
surgical" evaluation" of" epilepsy" [15]," [23]." Clinicians" usually" record" an" average" of" two"
seizures"per"patient," to"be"sure"where"the" focus" is," i.e." in"which"channels" the"seizure"has"
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been"originated.""

I Neuropsychological#test#
#
Neuropsychological" tests" provide" very" valuable" information" about" the" symptoms" the"
patient"has."These"kinds"of" tests" involve"different"domains"such"as"attention,"perception,"
hemispheric" language" or" motor" dominance," visuoIspatial" orientation" and" navigation,"
working" memory," learning" and" memory," language" functions" and" social" cognition" [24]."
Assessing" cognitive" functions" is" highly" important" because" the" tissue" affected" by" the"
disease" epilepsy" is" characterized" by" a" loss" of" functionality." Therefore" a" decrease" in" a"
particular"function"will"be"correlated"to"the"focal"area"location."These"tests"can"be"assessed"
with"computerIbased"testing"procedures,"enabling"the"quantification"of"time"and"precision"
of" an" experiment." Such" experiments" typically" consist" of" the" evaluation" of" a" presented"
stimuli" and" the" consequent" reaction" to" it." They" have" shown" to" be" very" efficient" for" the"
lateralization"and"localization"of"the"epileptiform"activity.""

Nonetheless"in"some"cases"with"all"this"diagnostic"tests"it"is"still"unclear"where"the"focus"is"
exactly"located."In"this"case"further"invasive"diagnostic"tests"must"be"done.""

I Intracranial#Electrodes#

Intracranial"EEG"recordings"are"indicated"to"precisely"locate"the"epileptogenic"zone"when"
it"remains"unclear"after"the"application"of"all"the"aforementioned"nonIinvasive"diagnostics"
[7]."There"are"different"kinds"of" intracranial"electrodes:"Depth"electrodes," subdural" strip"
and"grid"electrodes,"foramen"ovale"electrodes"and"epidural"peg"electrodes"[18]."The"choice"
of"which"kind"of"electrodes"to"implant"depends"on"the"region"of"interest"i.e.,"the"suspicious"
region"where"the"focal"area"is"assumed"to"be"located."For"MTL"epilepsies"depth"electrodes"
are" implanted."Depth"electrodes"as" its"name" indicates"penetrate"deep" in" the"brain"being"
able" to"reach" inner"areas"of" the"brain" like" for"example"amygdala"or"hippocampus." In" the"
epileptology"department"of"Bonn"University"clinic,"they"use"depth"electrodes"that"combine"
standard"macro"clinical"contacts"with"micro"wires"in"the"same"electrode."""

It"has"not"been"shown"that"micro"data"provides"any"advantage"for"the"diagnosis"of"epilepsy"
but"it"does"not"imply"any"additional"risk"to"the"patient." "Hence"micro"EEG"recordings"are"
mainly"used"for"research."

The"placement"of" the"electrodes"depends"on" the"knowledge"extracted" from"the"previous"
nonIinvasive" diagnostic" tests." The" area"where" the" epileptic" focus"most" probably" can" be"
found" is" the"area" targeted"with" the"electrodes."Therefore," the"coverage"of" the"electrodes"
will"also"depend"on"the"previous"knowledge"of"each"particular"patient."Ideally"one"would"
like" to" cover" the"maximum" area" in" order" to" obtain" a" better" insight" but" there" are" some"
limitations"to"be"aware"of."There"are"a"maximum"number"of"channels"that"can"be"recorded"
in"parallel"at"the"same"time."Therefore"a"limited"number"of"electrodes"can"be"considered."It"
is"also"important"to"take"into"account"that"the"larger"area"of"the"brain"that"is"covered,"the"
higher"the"risks"to"provoke"undesired"consequences."Such"consequences"can"be:"damage"
in"the"tissue,"an"infection"or"bleeding."

Once" all" these" elements" are"put" together," clinicians" are" able" to"know"where" the" focus" is"
located."Afterwards"they"consider"if"the"resection"of"the"area"would"increase"the"quality"of"
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life" of" the" patient." In" theory," the" epileptic" focal" area" has" lost" its" function" but" in" practice"
some" residual" functionality" is" maintained." Therefore" it" has" to" be" considered" if" the"
complete"loss"of"cognitive"function"of"that"resected"region"it"is"a"good"‘price’"to"pay"for"the"
elimination" of" seizures." Sometimes" though," this" cannot" be" done" because" the" extirpation"
would"leave"the"patients"in"worse"conditions."Let"us"recall"the"case"from"the"H.M."patient,"
which"was"widely"studied"since"the"late"50’s."This"case"became"famous"because"it"played"a"
very" important" role" for" the"development"of" cognitive"neurophysiology" theories"and"new"
knowledge" [1]."He" suffered" from"medial" temporal" lobe" (MTL)" epilepsy," and" his" seizures"
were"resistant"to"medication"[1]."He"underwent"surgery"with"the" intention"of"decreasing"
his" seizures" and" improving" his" quality" of" life." He" had" portions" of" MTL" lobes" resected"
bilaterally," which" included" both" hippocampi." After" the" surgery," his" epilepsy" condition"
became" controlled" but" he" was" no" longer" able" to" form" new" memories" [1]." Since" this"
happened,"memory"function"and"related"physiology"in"the"brain"was"deeply"studied."After"
this," it" is" known" that" humans" can" tolerate" the" resection" of" one" side" of" the" symmetrical"
structure"from"the"MTL"region"but"not"both"because"then"the"function"is"completely"lost,"
as" it" was" shown" for" H.M" patient." Thus," if" the" lesion" affects" both" hemispheres," then" the"
seizureIfree"condition"would"not"compensate"the"loss"of"cognitive"function."The"prognosis"
of"potential"risks"and"benefits"is"given"to"the"patient"and"he"or"she"has"to"decide"whether"
proceeding"surgery"or"not."

1.3 SPATIOTEMPORAL'DYNAMICS'OF'NEURAL'CORRELATION'DURING'EPILEPTIC'SEIZURES'
ON'DIFFERENT'SPATIAL'SCALES'

"

In" healthy" human" brains" there" are" characteristic" patterns" of" synchronization" that" arise"
from" the" coordination" in" between" neurons" and" neural" populations" [4]." A" determined"
coordination" is" necessary" to" carry" out" every"different" cognitive" function" in" the"brain." In"
epilepsy," this" natural" coordination" and" thus" the" synchrony" among" neural" populations"
becomes" disturbed" [4]." However," to" determine" which" are" the" exact" altered" patterns" in"
synchrony"of"epileptic"seizures"is"a"highly"complex"matter.""

Historically"the"main"signature"of"seizures"was"defined"as"a"highIamplitude"and"in"general"
rhythmic" activity." The" interpretation" of" such" findings" was" that" this" pattern" implied"
‘hypersynchronicity’" of" the"neuronal"dynamics" [4]." Furthermore" it"was"hypothesized" that"
seizures" are" characterized" by" a" decrease" in" inhibitory" neural" activity" and" increase" in"
excitatory"neural"activity"[4]."Yet"this"hallmark"is"not"always"found"during"the"analysis"of"
the" EEG" signals" of" the" focal" area." Moreover," it" was" assumed" that" high" amplitude"
waveforms" detected" in" the" EEG" directly" implied" intense" neural" firing" [4]." Recently,"
Schevon"and"coIworkers"[20]"studied"the"firing"patterns"of"neurons"during"seizures"[20]."
In"this"study"they"reported"high"synchronicity"in"the"firing"of"neurons"in"the"clonic"phase"
of"the"seizure," i.e."territories"highly"involved"in"the"seizure"[4],"[20]."However,"territories"
ahead" the" ictal" wavefront" showed" that" some" firing" of" neurons" were" silent" and" highly"
inhibited," i.e." low" levels" of" postIsynaptic" firing" [4]," [20]." This" state" receives" the" name" of"
‘ictal" penumbra’# as" a" way" to" reflect" the" contrast" between" highIamplitude" waveforms"
detected"in"the"EEG"and"low"level"of"firing"of"neurons"in"the"very"same"region"[20]."""

For" the" analysis" of" dynamics’" synchronization" one" can" use" either" linear" or" nonIlinear"
techniques."In"this"thesis"we"will"focus"on"the"linear"technique"of"correlation."The"analysis"
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of" correlation" between" different" signals" can" be" expressed" as" a" single" absolute" value,"
expressing"momentary"values,"or"as"a"relative"value"that"changes"across"some"parameter,"
expressing" temporal" gradients" of" such" values" [4]." An" example" of" an" absolute" value" to"
detect"whether"the"dynamics"are"synchronized"or"desynchronized"can"be"seen"in"the"latest"
paper" of" Andrzejak" et" al." [5]." They" made" a" correlation" analysis" during" the" course" of" a"
seizure" assessing" the" synchronization" of" neural" population" by" using" normalized"
momentary" values" [5]." " In" the"measure" that" they" apply," a" threshold" is" defined," and" any"
value" higher" or" lower" from" that" threshold" is" considered" as" synchronized" or"
desynchronized" activity," respectively" [5]." Their" findings" suggest" that" there" is" a" localized"
drop" of" synchrony" at" the" onset" of" the" seizure" [5]." In" their" study," intracranial"
macroelectrodes"are"used"for"the"acquisition"of"electroencephalographic"recordings.""

The"aim"of"the"analysis"in"this"thesis"is"to"reproduce"the"Andrzejak"et"al."findings"on"macro"
electrode" EEG" recordings" [5]." Moreover" I" want" to" assess" synchronization" among" local"
neuronal"populations"with"micro"EEG"recordings."Thus"I"want"to"see"what"type"of"result"I"
obtain" applying" the" same" analysis" to"micro"EEG" recordings." In" addition," I" compare"both"
micro" and"macroelectrode" results" and" extract" a" conclusion" from" the" similarities" and/or"
differences"among"them."
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2.'MATERIAL'AND'METHODS'

2.1'BERN'DATA'COLLECTION'
The"data"provided"by"the"Insespital,"Bern"is"very"‘clean’"data"in"the"sense"that"it"has"been"
already"carefully"preselected"by"highly"qualified"medical"doctors."They"have"discarded"the"
files"majorly"contaminated"with"noise"and/or"artefacts."For"this"reason"we"have"used"this"
data" to" learn" about" EEG" and" show" exemplary" features" of" intracranial"
electroencephalographic"(EEG)"recordings" from"epilepsy"patients."On"the"other"hand,"we"
also"use"it"to"show"some"typical"and"unavoidable"artefacts.""

The" electrodes" used" for" the" registration" of" such" data" are" classical" invasive" intracranial"
macroelectroes."In"addition,"in"this"particular"patient"they"also"used"the"soIcalled"Foramen#
Ovale" (FO)" electrodes," which" are" the" ones" recording" from" channel" 1" to" channel" 4."
Compared" to" depth" intracranial" electrodes," grid" electrodes" and" also" subdural" strip"
electrodes,"FO"electrode"technique"might"be"the"less"invasive"of"all"[18]."These"electrodes"
record" the" medial" aspect" from" the" temporal" lobe," and" are" mostly" indicated" for" medial"
temporal"lobe"(MTL)"epilepsies"[18]."

2.1.1'TYPICAL'FEATURES'IN'EPILEPSY'MACRO'EEG'RECORDINGS'

In" this" section"exemplary" time"windows"of"macro"EEG" recordings"of" an"epilepsy"patient"
will" be" presented." In" addition," characteristic" features" from" epilepsy" and" most" typical"
artefacts"and"noise"that"appear"in"EEG"recordings"will"also"be"shown"and"explained.""
"
Typical"artefacts"
"
The"exemplary"artefacts"that"we"show"can"be"seen"from"(Fig."1"–"Fig."5)."In"(Fig."1),"we"can"
observe" that" there" is" one" channel" that" shows" a" frequency"more" characteristic" from" the"
heart" than" from" the" brain." However," if" the" electrical" activity" of" the" heart" would" be"
interfering"in"the"EEG"recorded"signals,"we"would"see"all"the"signals"contaminated."For"this"
reason,"we"can"be"sure"that"the"activity"of"a"vein"is"interfering"in"the"affected"channel."This"
has"been"contrasted"with"the"opinion"of"highly"qualified"and"experienced"medical"doctors."
Therefore,"the"most"logical"explanation"is"that"a"vein"is"in"contact"with"the"channel"and"is"
influencing"its"activity"with"the"rate"at"which"the"vein"is"pumping.""
"
The"second"artefact"that"we"show"(see"Fig."2)"is"a"channel"contaminated"with"line"noise,"a"
50" Hz" frequency" activity" dominating" the" signal." Although" this" is" a" very" common"
phenomenon," it" is"still"unknown"how"to"avoid" it."Moreover," the" line"noise"usually"affects"
some" channels" but" not" all." We" furthermore" provide" an" analysis" to" measure" the" power"
spectral" density" in" that" channel," and" a" peak" in" 50" Hz" appears," as" it" was" expected." We"
performed"the"same"analysis"in"the"neighbouring"signals"and"they"had"no"prominent"peak"
in"the"50"Hz,"thus"they"were"line"noise"free.""
"
The" third" artefact" that"we" show" is" highly" typical" in"EEG" recordings" (see" Fig." 3)."We" can"
observe"a"peak"in"all"channels"at"the"same"instant"in"time."The"most"important"thing"about"
artefacts" is" not" to" confuse" them" with" epileptiform" activity," since" it" is" unusual" to" find"
interictal"activity"in"all"channels"at"the"same"time.""Therefore"these"kinds"of"artefacts"do"""
"
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Figure#1:#The#periodic#oscillations#that#can#be#appreciated#in#channel#33#are#caused#by#the#pulsation#of#a#vein#that#is#close#to#the#contact#of#
the#electrode.##It#is#not#usual#to#find#w

aves#w
ith#such#periodicity,#and#if#it#com

es#from
#the#heart,#all#signals#w

ould#be#affected.#Tim
e#is#specified#

relative#to#the#beginning#of#the#recording.#

"Pum
ping"vein"artefact"
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Figure#2:##Channel#25#has#line#noise.#W
e#perform

#the#pow
er#spectrum

#in#order#to#see#the#
density#of#the#range#of#frequencies.#W

hen#plotting#the#pow
er#spectrum

#w
e#see#there#is#a#peak#

in#50#H
z#and#this#m

eans#it#is#contam
inated#w

ith#line#noise.#W
e#have#perform

ed#the#sam
e#for#

the#channel#above#and#below
#and#did#not#have#a#prom

inent#peak#at#50#H
z.#Therefore,#w

e#can#
confirm

#that#there#is#one#channel#w
here#line\noise#has#interfered.##

"

"Line"noise"
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Artefact"affecting"all"channels"

Figure#3:#Isolated#artefact#in#all#channels#at#the#sam
e#instant#of#tim

e.#In#this#case,#w
e#are#not#sure#the#origin#of#the#artefact.#
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"Strong"m
echanical"im

pact"

Figure#4:#H
ere#w

e#observe#a#sudden#change#in#the#EEG#activity.#This#can#be#due#to#a#strong#m
echanical#im

pact#on#the#recording#device#or#the#
cables.#
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"Broken"channels"

Figure#5:#Electrodes#can#som
etim

es#break#or#tem
porally#lose#a#proper#connection#to#the#am

plifier.#In#this#case,#channels#from
#1\4#are#broken.#

W
e#can#see#that#they#have#a#different#kind#of#activity#from

#other#channels,#w
hich#does#not#reflect#the#electrical#activity#of#the#brain.#
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Interictal"spike"

Figure#6:#A#typical#feature#from
#the#EEG#of#an#epilepsy#patient#in#the#interictal#period,#i.e.#the#period#w

here#there#is#no#seizure.#W
e#can#

see#an#interictal#spike.,#a#sharp#w
aveform

#that#does#not#correspond#to#physiological#activity.#
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Interictal"epileptiform
"activity"

Figure#7:#H
ere#w

e#can#observe#interictal#epileptiform
#activity.#This#is#perhaps#less#sharp#but#m

ore#extended#across#channels#and#tim
e#than#the#

interictal#spike,#but#it#can#be#seen#that#it#is#a#different#activity#than#from
#the#other#channels.#This#is#no#longer#physiological#activity.#
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Seizure"part"I"

Figure#8:#H
ere#w

e#can#find#the#onset#of#the#seizure.#At#tim
e#300#seconds#the#seizure#onset#has#been#defined#by#highly#qualified#and#

experienced#m
edical#doctors.#
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Seizure"part"II"

Figure#9:#The#seizure#has#already#started,#but#it#is#not#until#now
,#at#tim

e#318#seconds,#that#ictal#activity#spreads#all#over#the#brain.#W
e#can#

obtain#highly#valuable#inform
ation#from

#this#EEG#tim
e\w

indow
;#at#channel#19#there#is#a#differentiated#activity#from

#other#channels,#this#can#
show

#w
here#the#focal#area#m

ight#be#located,#the#brain#area#corresponding#to#this#channel.#
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Seizure"part"III"

Figure#10:#The#ictal#activity#is#present#in#all#channels;#therefore#the#seizure#has#already#spread#to#all#the#brain.#
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not"represent"a"problem."Although"in"this"particular"case,"we"are"not"sure"about"where"the"
interfering"activity"was"coming"from."
"
In"Fig."4"we"can"observe"that"the"activity"has"changed"drastically"and"it"becomes"obvious"
that"we"do"not"see"electrical"activity"from"the"brain"anymore."The"disturbed"signal"is"due"
to"a"strong"mechanical"impact."There"are"different"situations"where"we"can"see"these"kinds"
of" affected" signals." For" instance,"when" the" experimentalists" are" touching" the" cables" that"
are"connected"to"the"amplifier"or"when"the"patient"is"moving"too"much."
"
In" the" last"artefact" that"we"show" in"Fig."5"we"can"see" that" there"are" four"channels" (1I4),"
which"activity"is"very"different"from"the"others."This"is"the"case"where"the"channels"have"
broken" or" not" properly" connected" to" the" amplifier;" they" are" not" working" correctly"
anymore." Unfortunately," this" happens" often," and" the" recorded" signals" of" those" channels"
will"no"longer"be"useful.""
"
Typical"EEG"features"of"epilepsy"
"
We"provide" two" time"windows" corresponding" to" the" interictal"period,"which" is" the" time"
where" no" seizure" is" going" on;"we" can" see" epileptiform" activity" (Fig." 6)" and" an" epileptic"
spike"(Fig."7)."These"are"typical"features"observed"in"an"EEG"of"an"epilepsy"patient,"and"can"
happen"all"over"the"brain,"either"in"the"focal"area"or"in"the"nonIfocal"area."""
"
Also"the"course"of"a"seizure"is"presented"(see"Figs."8I10)."In"Fig."8"is"where"the"onset"of"the"
seizure"has"been"determined"by"experienced"medical"doctors."To"determine"the"exact"time"
and"place"of"the"seizure"onset"is"not"trivial."A"lot"of"knowledge"and"experience"is"required."
A" high" valuable" feature" that" we" can" extract" from" this" figure" (see" Fig." 9)" is" where" the"
epileptic" focus"might"be" located." It" can"be" seen" that" in" channel"19" the"change"of"activity"
begins"before"all" the"others."That"means"that"the"seizure"has"started" in"that" location"and"
afterwards" it" has" spread" over" the" rest" of" the" brain" hemisphere." After" some" time," the"
seizure"has"spread"all"over"the"brain"and"we"can"see"this"massive"activity"in"Fig."10."
"

2.2'BONN'EPILEPSY'DEPARTMENT:'DIAGNOSTICS'AND'SURGERY'
'

2.2.1'MICRO'RECORDINGS'
"
Microelectrodes" are" a" novel" technique" through" which" we" are" able" to" record" electrical"
information"from"the"brain"at"a"subImillimetre"scale."The"use"of"such"microelectrodes"has"
allowed" identifying" new" types" of" electroencephalographic" activity" on" a" subImillimetre"
scale."It"is"now"possible"to"record"less"than"100"micrometres"of"diameter"[25]."Such"a"small"
region"was"not"possible"to"record"with"macro"electrodes."Microelectrodes"enable"to"record"
two"distinguishable"physiological"activities:""

• Local' Field' Potentials' (LFP):" These" represent" the" lower" part" of" the" frequency"
range" (2I50" Hz)." " LFP" are" the" inhibitory" or" excitatory" postIsynaptic" potentials"
(PSPs)"of"neurons"that"will"be"the"input"to"the"recorded"neurons.""

"
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• Unit'activity:"It"can"be"either"multi"unit"(different"neighbouring"neurons)"activity"
or"single"unit"(one"single"neuron)"activity."These"represent"the"higher"part"of"the"
frequency" range" (300" HzI" 3" kHz)." The" unit" activity" represents" the" firing" of" the"
recorded"neurons,"i.e.,"the"output"of"such"neurons."

"
These" two" activities" can" be" separated" from"micro" recordings"with" a" lowI" or" highIfilter."
Furthermore," depending" on" the" analysis," unit" activity" may" need" postIprocessing" with"
clustering" techniques" in" order" to" separate" into" single" or" multi" units." This" separation"
mostly"exploits"on"the"shape"of"the"individual"action"potential."""

Microelectrodes" can" be" implemented" in" combination" with" clinical" electrodes" or" alone.""
There"are"different"types"of"invasive"human"recordings:"‘acute’"singleIunits"recordings"and"
‘semiIchronic’" recordings" [7]." This" distinction" depends" on" how" long" the" electrodes" are"
placed" in" the"brain."Here"we" focus"on" the"semiIchronic" recordings."These"can" further"be"
divided" into" two" groups:" HighIdensity" microelectrodes" arrays" (MEAs)" and" depth"
electrodes"with"micro"wires.""

MEAs" are" developed" to" record" many" neurons" simultaneously" [25]." They" are" placed"
directly" onto" the" surface" of" the" brain." There" are" different" subtypes" and" one" example"
consists"of"a"2Idimensional"square"array"with"64"contacts"in"4"mm!."The"area"in"between"
individual"contacts"usually"covers"dozens"of"micrometres."Up"to"date,"the"highest"density"
array" available" covers" an" interIcontact" distance" of" 7.8" micrometres" [25]." These" highI
density"arrays"obtain"a"better"performance"for"the"acquisition"of"highIfrequency"activity,"
and" pathological" activity" at" microIdomains" of" volumes" smaller" than" 1"mm!were" found."
Microelectrodes"are"passive"devices"and"therefore"there"is"a"need"of"using"amplifiers"[25].""

In"contrast,"depth"electrodes"penetrate"the"brain"being"able"to"reach"inner"structures"that"
MEAs" are" not" able" to" reach." In" this" thesis" we" will" focus" on" micro" wires," which" are"
combined"with"conventional"clinical"intracranial"depth"electrodes."The"kinds"of"electrodes"
that"we"focus"on"are"the"ones"that"are"used"in"the"epilepsy"department"of"the"Hospital"of"
Bonn." Moreover," all" the" pictures" that" appear" in" this" thesis" were" taken" with" approved"
consent"in"the"clinic"of"Bonn"by"myself.""
"
As" it" can" be" seen" in" (Fig." 11)," the" bundle" of" micro" wires" is" located" in" the" tip" of" the"
macroelectrode." Macroelectrode" contacts" are" organized" in" a" different" way" from"
microelectrodes." " The" electrodes" used" in" the" Hospital" from" Bonn" have" always" 8"macro"
contacts"and"9"micro"wires."There"are"6"different"versions"of"macroelectrodes"whose"total"
length"ranges"from"31.4"mm"to"46.4"mm"in"3Imm"steps."The"spacing"between"contacts"is"
organized"in"the"following"way:"the"innermost"contacts"are"always"at"a"distance"of"3"mm."
This"way" the" clinicians"are"able" to" fit"2" contacts" into" the" target" region."The" remaining"6"
interIcontact"distances"are"equidistant."But" there"are"different" types" for"which" the" interI
contact"distance"varies"from"4.5"mm"to"7.0"mm"in"steps"of"0.5"mm."In"this"way,"depending"
on" the"brain"structure"of"each"particular"patient" the"clinicians"will"use" the"most"suitable"
prototype" i.e.," the" one" that" fits" best" with" the" trajectory" length" from" target" point" to" the"
cortical"surface."
"
The" diameter" of" the" macroelectrode" is" 1.3" mm" and" the" macro" contact" length" is"
approximately"1.5"mm."In"contrast,"micro"wires"are"radially"spaced"and"placed"on"the"top"
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of" the" macroelectrode." For" the" electrodes" used" in" Bonn," there" are" 8" recording"
microelectrodes"and"a"9th"which"is"a"local"reference"electrode"that"has"different"impedance"
from"the"recording"ones."The"activity"from"the"local"reference"microelectrodes"used"in"the"
epilepsy" department" in" Bonn," is" not" recorded;" they" are" only" used" for" referencing." " The"
reference" electrode" signal" is" subtracted" from"all" the"other" signals" in"order" to"obtain" the"
voltage"difference"[26]."By"setting"lower"impedance"in"the"reference"electrode,"the"signal"
will"be"more"attenuated"[26]."Therefore,"when"subtracting"the"reference"electrode"signal"
from"each" electrode’s" signal," this"will" contain"more" information"of" the"desired" recorded"
signal.""
"
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'

'
2.2.2'USEFULNESS'OF'MICRO'EEG'RECORDINGS'
'
a. Cognitive'neuroscience'research"

'
Let"us"recall"that"macro"electrodes"are"implanted"for"the"best"of"patients’"diagnosis."Micro"
recordings" are" mostly" used" for" research" [7]," [20]," [25]." Once" the" patient" has" the"
intracranial" electrodes" implanted" in" the" brain," clinical" contacts" and" microelectrodes,"
researchers" take" the" opportunity" to" run" experiments." All" patients" are" previously" asked"
whether"or"not"they"want"to"participate"in"experiments."Furthermore,"these"experiments"
are" always" approved" by" ethics" commissions." Under" normal" conditions" no" one" would"
implant" these" types" of" electrodes" because" it" is" an" invasive" technique." Thus," this" is" the"

Figure# 11:# Micro# wires# offer# a# much# higher# spatial# resolution# than# clinical# contacts.# Each#
electrode#contains#8#clinical#contacts#and#9#micro#wires.#Clinical#contacts#are#the#metal#segments#across#
the# electrode,# and# are# spaced# through# the# white# segments.# The# bundle# of# microelectrodes# leaves# the#
macroelectrode#at#its#top.#This#electrode#containing#micro#and#macro#contacts#is#placed#inside#the#brain#
of#the#patient.#
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reason"why"they"try"to"run"as"much"experiments"as"possible"with"the"patient"that"had"to"
go" through" the" implantation" process" anyway" [7]." The" signals" recorded" provide" very"
valuable" information" due" to" the" proximity" to" the" different" structures" in" the" brain." The"
closer"the"recording"device"is"located,"the"clearer"the"information"contained"in"the"signal."
Therefore,"in"order"to"reach"inner"structures"from"the"medial"temporal"lobe"(MTL),"which"
includes"the"hippocampus,"amygdala,"and"entorhinal"and"parahippocampal"cortices,"depth"
electrodes"are"needed"[7].""
"
As"mentioned"before,"depth"electrodes"are"of"the"semiIchronic"type"meaning"that"patients"
have" them" implanted" for" several" days." Hence," there" is" the" chance" to" make" cognitive"
experiments" with" the" patient." In" addition," the" behaviour" of" the" same" regions" can" be"
assessed"both"during" seizures"and" in"other" ‘normal’"physiological" states" [7]."One"way" to"
perform" cognitive" neuroscience" experiments" is" to" investigate" eventIrelated" potentials"
(ERPs)" during" cognitive" tasks" [7]." That" is" to" say," one" presents" different" stimuli" to" the"
patient"with" a" given" task" and" correlates" the" neural" response" to" the" performance" in" the"
task."Furthermore,"this"will"allow"mapping"the"activated"regions"to"an"according"cognition"
such"as"attention"or"memory.""
"
The" first" step" is" to" do" an" initial" screening"with" different" stimuli," some"may" be" from" the"
personal" life" of" the" patient" while" the" rest" may" be" common" objects" from" different"
categories." Different" type" of" stimuli" can" be" used," although" the"most" common" are" visual"
stimuli" such" as" images." Nevertheless," also" auditory" stimuli" and" written" words" are"
presented"in"some"experiments."Moreover,"these"turn"out"to"cause"a"similar"response"due"
to" the" fact" that" the" neurons" encode" a" concept" independently" of" the" presentation" of" the"
stimuli"[16]."
"
In" the"experiments" I"was"present"during"my"stay" in" the"clinic," the"experimentalists"used"
around"120"images"from"12"distinct"categories"such"as"for"instance"clothes,"animals,"plants"
and" so"on." "What" experimentalists"obtain" from" this" initial"presentation"of"distinct" visual"
stimuli"are" the"responses" that" they"provoke" in" the"brain"of" the" individual."Therefore" the"
spiking"of"the"neurons"in"response"to"each"stimulus"[27]."Afterwards"they"process"all"the"
information"and"try"to"group"all"the"spikes"that"seem"to"come"from"one"single"neuron"[27]."
This"is"carried"out"with"an"automatic"clustering"algorithm,"which"makes"groups"depending"
on"the"likelihoods"of"shapes"and"sizes"of"the"action"potentials."
"
Once"this"is"done,"it"can"be"seen"which"images"had"more"or"less"response"and"the"different"
structures"where" it" took"place." Ideally" the"response"corresponds"to"a"single"unit"neuron,"
but"often"appear"multi"units"meaning"that"the"response"was"from"different"neurons"or"that"
the" electrode" was" not" close" enough" to" an" individual" neuron." With" all" these" responses"
experimentalists"discover"which" are" the"preferred" and"nonIpreferred" stimuli." Then" they"
choose"the" images"with"higher"response"to"undergo"the"different"experiments"they"want"
to"test.""
"
An"example"of"an"experiment"would"be"the"one"that"was"made"to"assess"memory"cognitive"
function" by" testing" whether" the" patient" was" able" to" remember" the" spatial" position" of"
certain"images"or"not."In"this"case,"the"chosen"images"for"the"test"where"the"ones"that"had"a"
response" in" the" hippocampus," because" this" structure" is" related" to" memory" and" spatial"
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orientation." Such" experiment" was" composed" of" the" appearance" of" different" images" in"
different" places" on" the" screen," and" the" patient" had" to" retrieve," after" a" distracting" task,"
where" the" images" were" placed." In" the" experiments" there" are" many" things" that" can" go"
unexpectedly,"it"is"important"not"to"forget"that"the"patient"is"in"a"difficult"situation."For"this"
reason,"a"deficit"in"attention"or"in"motivation"can"appear,"making"that"the"patient"does"not"
perform"the"experiment"properly."Thus,"experimentalists"have"to"take"care"and"patiently"
explain"the"tasks"to" follow"the"experiment,"even"though"they"are"simple."For"example," in"
my"internship,"during"the"execution"of"one"experiment"an"unexpected"problem"appeared."
The" patient" had" to" press" one" time" the" screen" in" certain" particular"moments," but" in" the"
distracting"task"he"was"not"expected"to"touch"the"screen."Instead"of"doing"it"properly,"he"
pressed"the"screen"several"times."This"fact"caused"the"crashing"of"the"Matlab"program"used"
for"the"interface."Afterwards,"once"the"experimenter"realized"which"was"the"problem"that"
caused"the"crash"of"the"program,"he"carefully"asked"the"patient"not"to"press"so"many"times"
and"repeat"the"experiment."
"
b. Epilepsy'diagnostics'

"
Massive"electrical"activity"in"seizures"can"be"captured"either"by"scalp"or"intracranial"EEG."
Local"field"potentials"(LFPs)"obtained"with"intracranial"electrodes"carry"much"finer"spatial"
resolution"than"with"scalp"electrodes."Moreover,"comparing"intracranial"macro"and"micro"
contacts," micro" recordings" provide" more" local" neural" information" and" greater" highI
frequency"resolution"[28]."

There" is" a" possibility" that" microelectrodes" can" be" a" useful" tool" for" providing" finer"
information" about" the" identification" and" delimitation" of" the" ictal" onset" region," i.e.," focal"
area"and"therefore"a"finer"surgical"resection"[25]."Although"these"kinds"of"recordings"have"
been" mainly" used" for" cognitive" neuroscience" research," little" is" known" about" its" clinical"
exploitability." It" is" possible" that" microIseizures" precede" epileptic" events" meaning" to"
provide"a"better"understanding"of"seizure"formation"and"propagation"[25],"[29].""

Microelectrodes" allow" recording" local" field" potentials" (LFPs)" but" also" unit" activity" of"
neurons."Some"recent"studies"have" focused"on"studying"the" firing"of"neurons" involved" in"
seizures," providing" information" about" the" recruitment" of" neurons" in" the" focal" area" and"
also" adjacent" territories" [20]." " The" assessment" of" recruitment" in" neurons" is" important"
given" that" the" recruitment" of" cortical" territories" into" a" seizure" represent" the" difference"
between"normal"processing"of"the"information"or"pathological"activity."

The" propagation" of" ictal" activity" has" been" studied" in" animal"models." These" have" shown"
that" in"spatial"regions"ahead"of" the" ictal"wavefront" there" is"an" increase"of"excitatory"and"
inhibitory" conductance" with" little" postIsynaptic" recruitment." Schevon" and" coIworkers"
study"whether" this" phenomenon" happens" also" in" spontaneous" seizures" in" humans" [20]."
They"use"microelectrode"arrays"(MEAs)"for"recording"unit"activity"of"neurons."Unit"activity"
recorded" during" a" seizure" shows" two" distinct" patterns:" either" the" seizure" invades" the"
territory"and"shows"neural" recruitment"or" it"does"not."Nevertheless,"all"patients"showed"
an" difference" between" the" onset" time" of" the" ictal" rhythm" in" LFP" and" the" time" of"
recruitment"of"neural"units"[20].""
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Findings" in"human"studies"are"consistent"with"those"from"animal"models."These"findings"
suggest" that" large"amplitude"EEG"signals" in" seizure"activity"do"not"always" imply" intense"
and" synchronized" firing" of" neurons." In" contrast," only" in" the" regions" that" are" completely"
involved" in" the" seizure" show" this" characteristic" firing" of" neurons." Moreover," an" ‘ictal"
penumbra’" state" appears" when" the" response" of" the" firing" of" the" neurons" to" such" high"
amplitude"EEG"signals"is"low"and"desynchronized"[20]."Authors"claim"that"the"‘penumbra’"
state" might" be" due" to" a" protective" inhibitory" restraint" opposing" epileptic" spread" as" a"
defence"mechanism"in"the"brain"[20].""

Schevon"and"coIworkers"remark"the"importance"of"taking"special"care"when"interpreting"
EEG" recordings," appearing" as" large" amplitude" EEG" signals." Particularly" considering"
whether"the"recordings"pertain"to"the"focal"area"or"in"the"‘penumbra’"region"[20]."

c. Nonlinear'Time'Series'Analysis'group'
'
We"do"not"know"yet"whether"micro"data"is"useful"for"the"Nonlinear"Time"Series"Analysis"
(NTSA)"group"or"not."Nevertheless,"it"will"be"of"very"much"interest"to"implement"all"linear"
and"nonlinear"analysis"techniques"in"this"type"of"data."Below"it"will"be"explained"in"more"
detail" and" an" example" of" such" implementation" of" technique" on" macro" and" micro"
recordings’"data.""
A"seizure"is"characterized"by"abnormal"excessive"or"synchronized"activity"of"neurons"[11],"
[12]."Frequently,"when"analyzing"the"synchronicity"in"macro"recordings"this"is"not"always"
found" but" the" signals" in" such" recordings" are" the" average" activity" of" many" neurons."
Therefore" the" linear" correlation" between" channels," i.e." between" different" neural"
subpopulations,"may"not"reflect"such"increase"of"synchronicity."We"therefore"test"whether"
this" can" be" avoided" with" micro" recordings," as" it" will" enable" to" measure" local" field"
potentials"(LFPs)"in"a"finer"scale"of"spatial"resolution."
"
2.2.3'PRE[SURGERY'DIAGNOSTICS'AND'SURGERY'PLANNING'
"
The" day" before" the" surgery" for" the" implantation" of" intracranial" electrodes," the" patient"
underwent"a"functional"MRI"(fMRI)."The"fMRI"is"a"technique"where"the"patient"executes"a"
task"while"the"MRI"takes"place."Structural"MRI"is"needed"for"the"neurosurgeon"to"plan"the"
surgery."The"reason" to"make"an" fMRI" is" to"obtain" information" that"will"be" later"used" for"
research."In"this"case,"physicists"wanted"to"localize"the"parahippocampal"place"area"(PPA)."
The" patient" was" wearing" a" helmet" that" incorporated" glasses" to" see" visual" stimuli."
Experimentalists"gave"him"a"device" that"had" two"different"buttons."He"was" told" to"press"
one" of" the" buttons" if" the" images" that" appeared"were" new" to" him," and" if" the" images" had"
appeared"before"in"the"experiment,"he"had"to"press"the"other"button."
"
Magnetic"resonance"images"are"important"in"the"context"of"planning"of"the"surgery"for"the"
introduction" of" the" intracranial" electrodes" in" the" brain" [27]." It" enables" to" define" the"
anatomical" structure" of" the" brain," an" important" requirement" to" determine" where" the"
depth"electrodes"have"to"be" implanted."This"step"needs"to"be"personalized"given"the"fact"
that"each"brain’s"anatomy"from"patients"is"unique"and"different"among"them.""The"surgeon"
uses"specialized"software"for"the"surgery"planning."In"this"program,"he"introduces"the"T2I
weighted"MRI"image"of"the"patient"and"also"the"scheme"of"where"the"electrodes"should"be"
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implanted.""Depending"on"which"type"of"epilepsy"the"patient"suffers"from,"the"best"suitable"
standardized" scheme" is" chosen." In" this" particular" case," the" patient" suffered" from"Medial"
Temporal"Lobe"(MTL)"epilepsy,"but"it"was"not"clear"whether"it"was"left"or"right"sided."The"
chosen"scheme"for"him"consisted"in"the"implantation"of"5"depth"electrodes"per"side,"right"
and" left" symmetrically."There" is"one"electrode"each" located" in:" the"Amygdala,"Entorhinal"
cortex,"anterior"Hippocampus,"medial"Hippocampus,"and"ParaIhippocampal"cortex.""
"
Until"some"years"ago"the"electrodes"were"inserted"from"the"back"of"the"head,"crossing"the"
occipital"lobe,"but"this"was"changed"because"in"some"cases"it"produced"some"damage."The"
directions" of" synapses" are" segmental;" it" is" not" a" longitudinal" pathway." Therefore" if" the"
electrode"is"inserted"on"the"lateral"side"some"segment"may"be"damaged"but"not"the"entire"
neuronal"pathway."""
"
After" taking" the"decision"of"which"scheme"of"positioning"of" the"electrodes" to" follow"(see"
Fig." 12)," the" surgeon" combines" it"with" the" personal" brain’s" anatomy" of" the" patient." The"
software"has"an"automatic"algorithm"that"provides"an"output"with"the"exact"coordinates"in"
the" brain" and" also" the" ‘center" of" the" arch’" to" know" the" angles" in"which" the" insertion" is"
optimal"for"the"implantation"of"the"electrodes."
"
"
"
"
"
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Figure#12:#Chosen#scheme#for#the#implantation#of#medial#temporal#lobe#epilepsy#patient.#
In# this# scheme# 10# electrodes# are# implanted:# 5# in# the# right# hemisphere# and# 5# in# the# left#
hemisphere.# The# electrodes# are# placed# symmetrically# in# both# hemispheres.# A# stands# for#
Amygdala,#EC#stands#for#Entorhinal#Cortex,#AH#stands#for#Anterior#Hippocampus,#MH#stands#for#
Medial# Hippocampus,# and#PHC# stands# for#Parahippocampal#Cortex.# The# last# letters#are:#R# for#
Right#and#L#for#Left#hemisphere.##
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2.2.4'SURGERY'FOR'THE'IMPLANTATION'OF'INTRACRANIAL'ELECTRODES'
"
In" the"beginning"of" the" surgery" the"patient" is" anesthetized"and" laid"down"on" the"gurney"
with"one"side"of"the"head"looking"upwards."In"both"sides"of"the"head"there"is"an"XIRay"
machine"for"the"guidance"of"the"surgery"(see"Fig."14c).""
"

The" first" step" for" the"placing" of" the" depth" electrode" is" to" take" the" electrode" and" cut" the"
micro"wires" in" accordance" to" the"measurements,"which" are" extracted" from" the"patient’s"
brain" anatomy." The" micro" wires" are" precisely" measured" and" finely" cut" (Fig." 13a)." The"
second"step"is"to"make"the"hole"in"the"head"exactly"where"the"electrode"needs"to"be"placed."
The" surgeon" uses" a"manual" device," an" arch"where" he" sets" the" theoretical" values" of" the"
coordinates"and"angles"provided"by"the"preIplanning"software"(Fig."13b)."When"the"arch"is"
carefully"set,"it"is"positioned"around"the"patient’s"head."Afterwards,"the"doctor"proceeds"to"
penetrate"the"skull"with"a"specialized"drill"(see"Fig."14a)."Once"the"hole"is"made,"it"is"time"
to"insert"the"electrode."
"
This"is"done"with"the"help"of"a"thin"and"long"tube"of"plastic"that"goes"in"the"brain"through"
the"hole,"and"the"electrode"will"follow"its"way."The"tube"is"needed"to"help"the"insertion"of"
the" electrode" due" to" the" intrinsic" flexibility" of" the" electrode" cable" (see" Fig." 14b)." The"
surgeon"guides"its"movements"through"XIRay"imaging."There"he"is"able"to"see"the"depth"in"
the"brain"at"which"it"has"to"be"inserted."After"introducing"it"carefully"into"the"exact"place,"
this"procedure"is"repeated"for"the"next"electrode."Once"they"are"done"with"the"insertion"of"
the"five"electrodes"in"one"lateral"of"the"head"(Fig."14d)"they"proceed"to"the"five"remaining"
electrodes"in"the"opposite"side."

Figure#13:#There#is#a#second#doctor#who#helps#the#neurosurgeon#in#order#to#adjust#all#the#necessary#
devices.#In#a)#the#second#doctor#is#cutting#the#micro#wires#according#to#the#length#pre\calculated#for#
the#patient’s#brain#anatomy.#In#b)#the#doctor#adjusts#the#arch#including#all#the#coordinates#extracted#
from#the#pre\planning#of#the#surgery.#
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Figure#14:#a)#Using#depth#electrodes#only#a#hole#is#required#to#implant#the#intracranial#electrodes.#The#surgeon#
penetrates#the#brain#with#a#specialized#drill.#b)#Collocation#of#one#intracranial#electrode#by#using#a#little#tube#to#
guarantee#an#accurate# location.#c)# X\Ray# imaging#as# the#guidance# system# for# the# surgeon.#d)# 5# intracranial#
electrodes#implanted#in#one#side#of#the#brain.#
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2.2.5'POST[IMPLANTATION'CONTROL'
"
Right" after" the" surgery" there" is" always" a" control" to" check" that" everything" is" fine." The"
patient"undergoes"a"CT"in"which"it"can"be"assessed"quickly"if"there"is"bleeding"in"the"brain."
And" also," the" surgeon" introduces" the" CT" image" in" the" planning" software" and" it" is" coI
registered"to" the"preIimplantation"MRI"scan"[27]." If" they"are"similar," this"means" that" the"
implantation" has" been" a" success,"which"was" the" case" for" this" patient." All" the" electrodes"
coincided" to" the" theoretical" place"where" they" had" to" be" placed." Surgeons" are" extremely"
good"in"targeting"the"right"position"in"the"brain"where"the"electrode"has"to"be"inserted,"but"
they"always"ensure"it"afterwards."
"
2.2.6'AFTER'IMPLANTATION'PROCEDURES'
"
The"day"after"the"surgery"the"doctors"connect"the"electrode"cables"to"the"machine"in"order"
to"make" the" recordings" (see" Fig." 15)." The" electrode" contacts" need" to" be" connected"with"
cables" to" an" amplifier." Both" types" of" electrodes," macro" and" micro," are" connected" to" a"
Neuralynx# 256\channel" amplifier." Moreover," micro" wires" are" connected" through"
headstages,"which"are"preIamplifiers."Macroelectrodes"do"not"have"the"need"to"use"a"preI
amplifier,"thus"they"are"connected"directly"to"the"amplifier.""As"it"can"be"seen"in"the"image"
(see" Fig." 15)," all" the"wires" that" have" passed" through" the" amplifier" are" connected" to" the"
system"below"the"computer"screen."The"first"step"is"to"connect"the"clinical"contacts"to"the"
machine,"and"afterwards" the"microIcontacts."Once" they"are"connected," clinicians"have" to"
make"the"choice"of"which"global"reference"electrode"to"select.""
"
Each"depth"macroelectrode"has"eight" contacts,"which"all" are" recording" sites." In" contrast,"
microelectrodes" contain"9"wires," eight" recording"wires" and"one"wire" that" acts" as" a" local"
reference"electrode."This"local"reference"wire"in"fact"is"not"recorded,"so"it"is"not"possible"to"
see"the"signal"there."Despite"one"cannot"see"the"signal"in"each"local"reference"electrode,"it"
can"be"intuited"from"its"neighboring"contact"recording"sites."""
"
At"first"they"see"the"microelectrode"signals"locally"referenced,"and"they"visually"inspect"the"
data." The" signals" are" usually" referenced" to" a" global" reference" electrode" because" it" gives"
more" freedom"afterwards" to" reIreference" if" needed."The" choice" of" such" global" reference"
electrode" is" crucial" because" one" has" to" keep" in" mind" that" the" recorded" signals" are" the"
difference"of"voltage"from"one"point"to"another."Therefore"all"the"information"that"appears"
in"the"global"reference"electrode"will"be"reflected"in"the"rest"of"the"data."This"is"the"reason"
why"choosing"an"inappropriate"reference"electrode"could"ruin"all"the"recordings."

"
There" are" some" features" that" are" important" to" avoid" at" the" time" of" choosing" of" the"
reference." If" there" is" a" region" seeming" to" have" some" interictal" epileptiform" activity," this"
will"not"be"taken"because"the"data"would"all"be"contaminated"by"epileptiform"activity."It"is"
also" important" that" there" is"not"very"high"activity,"even" if" it" is"physiological"activity."The"
most" important" thing" to" take" into" account" is" to" avoid" noise." Sometimes," the" signals" are"
contaminated"by"power"line"noise."It"is"a"very"frequent"noise,"it"comes"from"the"line"and"it"
distorts" the"signal"by" interfering"with"a"50"Hz" frequency"signal."Sometimes" it"goes"away"
when"the"lights"are"switchedIoff"but"not"always."
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For" macroelectrodes," clinicians" check" by" visual" inspection," which" of" the" typically" 80" macro"
contacts,"fits"best"to"act"as"the"global"reference"electrode."They"try"different"options"until"they"
obtain"the"best"result."For"the"microelectrodes,"when"the"clinician"has" found"the" ‘ideal’"set"of"
recording" channels" with" a" trialIandIerror" manner," the" 9th" wire" of" that" set" of" channels" is"
selected" to"be" the"global"reference."There" is"not"a"standardized"protocol" to"make" this"choice,"
and" also" there" are" some" artifacts" that" may" appear" sporadically," which" are" not" totally"
understood."Therefore"the"situation"is"not"under"perfect"control,"but"it"is"part"of"the"limitations"
that"need"to"be"handled."From"that"point"on,"the"recordings"start.""
"
Apart" from" recording" the" micro" and" macro" intracranial" EEG," other" measurements" are"
implemented" such" as:" scalp" electroencephalography" (EEG)," electrooculography" (EOG),"
electromyography" (EMG)" from" the" face" muscles" and" electrocardiography" (ECG)." They"
furthermore"record"on"video"the"room"of"the"patient"to"enable"the"followIup"of"its"behavior.""""

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

2.3'BONN'DATA'COLLECTION:'MACRO'AND'MICRO'EEG'RECORDINGS'
'
In" this" section" characteristic" features"of"macro"and"micro"EEG"recordings"of" an"epilepsy"
patient"will"be"presented."In"particular,"we"show"the"course"of"one"seizure,"the"same"time"
windows"are"presented"for"macro"(see"Figs."16I18)"and"micro"(see"Figs."19I21)"recordings."
'

Figure#15:#Choosing#of#a#global#reference#electrode#for#macro#and#micro#electrodes#is#of#crucial#
importance.#Specialized#software#for#the#visualization#of#EEG#signals.#The#experimentalists#choose#the#
global#micro#reference#electrode#in#function#of#the#neighbouring#channel’s#activity.##
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Figure#16:##Before#the#seizure#starts#w
e#see#som

e#interictal#epileptiform
#activity#but#no#seizure#activity.#For#the#relation#of#the#channel#nam

es#w
ith#the#

anatom
ical#location#of#the#respective#electrode#refer#to#Fig.#12.#

M
acro"EEG"recordings:"Before"the"seizure"

Channel""

Tim
e"(s)"
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Figure#17:#The#seizure#onset#is#characterized#by#a#sudden#increase#of#am
plitude#and#rhythm

icity.#W
e#can#appreciate#that#the#seizure#starts#at#the#

right#hem
isphere,#the#hem

isphere#w
here#the#focal#area#is#located#for#this#particular#patient.#

M
acro"EEG"recordings:"Seizure"onset"

Channel"

Tim
e"(s)"
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Figure#18:#The#seizure#20#seconds#after#its#onset.#Som
e#seizure#activity#has#spread#to#the#left#hem

isphere.#

M
acro"EEG"recordings:"Seizure""

Channel"

Tim
e"(s)"
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Figure#19:#Before#the#seizure#w
e#can#see#som

e#interictal#epileptiform
#activity#but#no#seizure#activity.#W

e#can#see#m
ore#local#activity#than#w

ith#the#
m
acro#EEG#recordings.#

M
icro"EEG"recordings:"Before"the"seizure"

Channel"

Tim
e"(s)"
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Figure#20:#The#seizure#onset#is#characterized#by#a#sudden#increase#of#am
plitude#and#synchronicity.#W

e#can#appreciate#that#the#seizure#starts#at#
the#right#hem

isphere,#the#hem
isphere#w

here#the#focal#area#is#located#for#this#particular#patient.#Again#w
e#see#m

ore#local#neuronal#activity#
recording#w

ith#m
icroelectrodes.#

M
icro"EEG"recordings:"Seizure"onset"

Channel"

Tim
e"(s)"
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Figure#21:#The#seizure#20#seconds#after#its#onset.##W
e#can#see#higher#am

plitudes#as#the#course#of#the#seizure#progresses.#

M
icro"EEG"recordings:"Seizure""

Channel"

Tim
e"(s)"
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2.4'LINEAR'ANALYSIS:'DETECTION'OF'SYNCHRONIZATION'
'

Bivariate"Interrelation"Measure:"Normalised"Slope"Cross"Correlation""
"
To" analyse" the" EEG" recordings" and" assess" the" synchronicity" we" apply" a" linear"
interdependency"technique:"zeroIlag"cross"correlation."Furthermore," instead"of"using"the"
raw" signal," we" use" the" slope" of" the" signal," as" it" appears" to" be" a" good" marker" for" ictal"
activity" [5]," [6]." Furthermore," following" Andrzejak" et" al." [5]" work," we" apply" a"
normalisation"in"such"technique."The"electroencephalographic"(EEG)"signals"are"recorded"
in" channels." Each" electrode" contains" 8" channels" and" each" channel" provides" one" signal."
Here"the"crossIcorrelation"of"the"slope"of"the"signal"!!(!!! , !)"among"time"is"measured"[5]."

In" order" to" obtain" the" slope" of" the" signal," the" difference" between" their" values" has" been"
used,"as"an"approximation"of"the"derivative"of"the"signal."

Let"R"be"the"raw"EEG"signal,"and"X"the"slope"of"the"EEG"signal,"then:"

! = [! 2 − ! 1 ,… ,!(!) − ! ! − 1 ,… ,! ! − !(! − 1)]"

Here,"n"denotes"the"length"of"the"signal."

The"analysis"has"been"done"between"neighbouring"channels"!!(!!! , !)"and"!!(!!!!!, !)"for"
! = 1,… , ! − 1," being" c" the" number" of" channels." The" correlation"!!(!!! , !)"was"measured"
with" a" moving" window" of" 5" seconds" length" and" with" an" overlap" of" 90%" between" the"
following"windows"[5].""

A" reference" interval"was"chosen" in"order" to"apply" the"normalisation"of" the"analysis."The"
reference" interval" is" chosen" in" a"way" that" the" information" that" it" represents" is" ‘normal’"
activity"and"not"‘ictal’"activity"[5]."This"was"achieved"by"choosing"an"epoch"far"away"from"
the"onset"of"the"seizure,"I:"I180s"<"t"<"I30s,"setting"in"0s"the"onset"of"the"seizure"[5]."""

In" order" to" perform" the" normalization," the" mean" correlation" of" the" reference" interval"
!! !!! , ! ! "is"subtracted"from"the"correlation"of"all"pairs"of"signals"and"then"divided"by"the"
standard" deviation" of" the" correlation" distribution" from" the" reference" interval"
!(!! !!! , ! )! .""

"

!!! !!! , ! = ! !!! !!! , ! − ! ! !! !!! , ! ! !
!(!! !!! , ! )!

"

"

The" result" of" the" zeroIlag" cross" correlation"!!! !!! , ! "indicates" the" number" of" standard"
deviations"above"or"below"from"the"reference"interval"I.""

Quantification"of"ictal"activity:"Normalized"absolute"slope""

In"order"to"quantify"and"define"prominent"ictal"activity,"we"follow"Schindler"et"al."[30]"and"
Andrzejak"et"al."[5]"work"and"use"the"normalized"absolute"slope"of"EEG"signals."We"use"the"
slope" of" the" signal" as" explained" above," but" for" individual" channels"!!(!!!!!, !) "for"
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! = 1,… , !,"being"c"the"number"of"channels."Here"we"also"use"the"same"reference"interval"
(I)"as"in"the"previous"section."

"

!! !!! , ! = ! !! !!! , ! − ! !(!!! , !) ! !
!( !! !!! , ! )!

"

"

We"use" · "to"denote" the"absolute"value."This"measure" is" independent" to"synchronized"or"
desynchronized" dynamics." Afterwards," a" threshold" is" defined" and" if" the" values" of"
normalized"absolute"slope"are"higher" than" the" threshold," thus" it"will"be"depicted"as" ictal"
activity." When" the" values" are" lower" than" the" threshold," it" will" be" regarded" as" normal"
activity."The"same"threshold"as"used"in"Andrzejak"et"al."[5]"was"used"for"our"analysis."

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"
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3.'CORRELATION'ANALYSES'RESULTS'
"

We"start"the"presentation"of"the"results"with"a"patient"who"suffered"from"medial"temporal"
lobe"(MTL)"epilepsy."Due" to" timing"reasons," the"study"of" the"data"and" the"analyses"were"
performed"before"I"went"to"Bonn."Therefore,"the"analyses"were"carried"out"with"a"different"
patient" from" the" one" I" followed" during" my" internship" in" Bonn." Nevertheless," the"
implantation" scheme" is" very" similar" because" they" both" patients" suffered" from" MTL"
epilepsy.""

In" this" specific" case," the" focal" area"was" located" in" the" right"medial" temporal" lobe" of" the"
brain," which" includes" the" right" hippocampus" and" amygdala."We" analyse" three" different"
seizures" with"macro" and"micro" EEG" recordings" of" this" patient" by" applying" the" zeroIlag"
linear"correlation"explained"in"the"section"of"Methods.""

3.1'ANALYSIS'WITH'MACRO'EEG'RECORDINGS'
In" Fig." 22" we" can" see" the" spatiotemporal" progression" of" the" correlation" among"
neighbouring"channels"of"macroelectrodes"for"three"different"seizures"(Fig."22aIc)."We"can"
observe"a"drop"of"synchronization"just"at"the"start"of"the"seizure."However,"this"feature"can"
only"be"appreciated"from"the"channels"closer"to"the"seizure"onset"region."For"this"reason,"
we"can"only"observe"an"early"drop"of"synchrony"in"the"electrodes"that"are" located" in"the"
right"hemisphere"of" the"brain."After"some"seconds,"we"can"see" that"desynchronization" is"
present" also" in" the" left" hemisphere." Such" delay" occurs" due" to" the" time" that" takes" the"
seizure"to"propagate"to"the"opposite"hemisphere"where"it"was"originated,"in"this"particular"
case,"from"the"right"to"the"left"hemisphere."

"

a'

Continued#on#next#page.#
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Only"after" the" termination"of" the" seizure," synchronization"predominates." In"addition,"we"
find"this"synchronized"activity"more"prominent"again"in"the"electrodes"closer"to"the"focal"
area"i.e.,"the"right"hemisphere"of"the"brain."These"results"are"consistent"with"Andrzejak"et"
al."findings"[5]."However,"as"we"can"see"in"Fig."22b,c"desynchronized"activity"is"prolonged"

Figure#22:#For#macro#EEG#recordings#we#observe#a#pronounced#decrease#of#synchronization#in#
the#seizure#onset.#Synchronized#activity#is#marked#by#the#red#colour,#and#for#greater#synchronization#
a#darker#red#is#used.#The#same#for#the#desynchronization,#which#is#depicted#in#blue.#The#black#dashed#
lines#mark#the#onset#and#offset# times#of# the#seizure#.The#areas#delimitated#by#the#contour#green# lines#
reflect#most#prominent# ictal#activity.#a)#First#seizure,#b)#second#seizure,#c)# third# seizure,# all# from#the#
same#patient.#

b'

c'
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after"the"termination"of" the"seizure,"and"afterwards"they"become"more"synchronized."An"
increasing" progression" of" synchronization" during" the" course" of" a" seizure" may" be"
considered"as"an"“emergent#self\regulatory#mechanism#for#the#seizure#termination”#[4]."

The"changes"of" the"natural"patterns"of"coordination"among"neuronal"populations"caused"
by" epilepsy" imply" not" only" enhanced" synchronization" but" also" deIsynchronization."
Moreover" deIsynchronization" seems" to" play" a" very" important" role" according" to" these"
results."Moreover,"these"findings"agree"with"those"from"Jiruska"et"al."[4].""The"authors"state"
that" the"beginning"of"a"seizure" is"characterized"by"desynchronization,"and"as" the"seizure"
progresses,"the"activity"becomes"more"and"more"synchronized"[4].""

The" quantification" of" prominent" ictal" activity" is" independent" from" synchronization"
patterns." This" activity" can" appear" either" in" the" signals" among" channels" that" are"
synchronized"or"desynchronized.""We"see"in"Fig."22aIc"that"the"majority"of"prominent"ictal"
activity" starts" in" the" right" hemisphere," according" to" the" location" of" the" focal" area" of" the"
patient."Afterwards,"more"ictal"activity"can"be"estimated"in"the"left"hemisphere,"when"the"
seizure"has"propagated."

We"have"analysed"3"seizures"of"the"same"patient"and"observed"very"similar"patterns"in"all"
of" them" (Fig." 22aIc)." These" results" support" the" stereotypy" in" seizures," which" was" also"
found" in" latest" results" from" Schevon" et" al." [20]." " This" stereotypical" pattern" is" presented"
between"repeated"seizures"of"the"same"patient"but"not"among"different"patients"[20].""

3.2'ANALYSIS'WITH'MICRO'EEG'RECORDINGS'
We"analyse"the"micro"recordings"applying"the"same"methodology"as"in"macro"recordings."
In"Fig."23aIc"we"can"see"the"progression"of"the"correlation,"among"neighbouring"channels,"
across" time," for" the" three" different" seizures" analysed"with"macroelectrodes" (Fig." 22aIc)."
Remarkably"what"we"find"for"this"kind"of"data"is"completely"opposite"to"the"findings"with"
macro"recordings."There"is"an"increase"of"synchronization,"which"starts"just"at"the"seizure"
onset."We"could"say"that"there"is"a"localized"massive"synchronization"while"the"seizure""

a'

Continued#on#next#page.#
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takes"place." In"addition," this"synchronization"can"only"be" found" in" the"electrodes" located"
near"the"focal"area,"which"is"localized"inside"the"right"hemisphere."After"offset"of"the"first"
seizure"(Fig."23a)"there"is"a"notable"sudden"drop"of"synchronisation."This"phenomenon"is"
less"strong"in"the"other"two"seizures"(see"Fig."23b,c)."

"

Figure#23:#For#micro#EEG#recordings#we#observe#an#increase#of#synchronization#at#the#seizure#
onset.#Same#graphics#and#colour#relations#as#in#Fig.#22,#but#here#for#micro#recordings#of#the#same#three#
seizures.#a)#First#seizure,#b)#second#seizure,#c)#third#seizure,#all#from#the#same#patient.#

b
'

c'
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There"is"an"increase"of"synchronization"in"the"very"beginning"of"the"seizure,"and"even"few"
seconds"before"the"seizure"onset."After"the"termination"of"the"seizure,"neuronal"dynamics"
are"followed"by"a"desynchronized"pattern."

3.3'ANALYSIS'OF'EEG'RECORDINGS'THAT'ARE'HIGHLY'CONTAMINATED'WITH'ARTEFACTS''
"

We"have"also"do"the"analysis"of"synchronization"(Fig."24)"with"macro"EEG"recordings"that"
contain"many"artefacts"across"the"recordings"(Fig."25).""

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

Figure#24:#The#detection#of#prominent#ictal#activity#is#very#much#affected#by#artefacts.#There#is#
neither# prominent# pattern# of# synchronization# nor# desynchronization.# Prominent# ictal# activity# is#
marked#where#the#artefact#takes#place.#These#recordings#correspond#to#another#patient#from#the#one#
analysed#above.#

Figure#25:#The#times#where#the#prominent#artefacts#appear#are#the#times#where#the#erroneous#
‘massive#ictal#activity’#is#detected.#These#are#macro#EEG#recordings#with#strong#mechanical#impact.#
artefacts.#
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The"10"minutes"of"macro"EEG"recordings"are"taken"from"an"interictal"period,"i.e."a"period"
where"no"seizure"is"present."We"can"observe"that"at"the"final"part"of"Fig."24"there"are"areas"
delimited"by"the"green"line,"which"in"theory"represent"prominent"ictal"activity."In"addition,"
these" regions" correspond" to" the" regions" in" the" signals" that" are"mostly" contaminated" by"
artefacts"(see"Fig."25)."""

The"measure"has"a"problem"of"specificity"because"it"detects"ictal"activity"in"places"where"
we"actually"have"an"artefact."This"may"seems"a"negative"aspect,"however,"we"should"notice"
that,"considering"all"the"information"we"have," it" is"not" likely"to"confuse"a"seizure"with"an"
artefact."First"of"all,"one"should"always"look"into"the"data"before"implementing"a"measure;"
otherwise" misleading" results" can" be" extracted." Secondly," looking" at" the" ZeroIlag" crossI
correlation," which" assesses" synchronicity," it" becomes" obvious" that" there" is" no" seizure."
Moreover," the"normalized"absolute" slope,"which" is"depicted"by" the"green" lines,"does"not"
have"the"same"time"scale"as"a"seizure."In"conclusion,"the"lack"of"specificity"is"not"a"problem"
in"this"context"where"we"can"integrate"all"the"information"provided"by"different"measures."
In"addition"we"can"indeed"provide"a"tool"for"detecting"artefacts"in"the"interictal"period.""

"
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"
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4.'DISCUSSION'AND'CONCLUSIONS'
"

Assessing"synchronization"in"seizures"of"epilepsy"patients"is"a"highly"complex"task"to"deal"
with." In" the" past," it" was" mainly" thought" that" synchronization" patterns" were" the" most"
important" taking"part" in" the" course"of" a" seizure."Moreover," it"was" initially"hypothesized"
that" apart" from" appearing" increased" excitation" in" neuronal" synapses," also" a" decrease" in"
inhibition" characterized" the" activity" of" an" epileptic" seizure" [4]."Nevertheless," after"more"
research" in" this" field," it"was" shown" that" not" only" synchronization" is" important," but" also"
desynchronization"plays"a"crucial"role"[4]–[6],"[20],"[31]."Mormann"et"al."[31]"showed"that"
a"typical"feature"in"epileptic"seizures"is"that"they"are"preceded"by"a"decrease"in"synchrony."
Furthermore," the" authors" propose" two" different" conjectures" for" such" drop" in"
synchronization" preceding" the" beginning" of" the" seizure" [31]." One" of" the" possible"
explanations"they"provide"is"that"the"affected"recorded"neurons"might"be"in"a"region"of"the"
brain"where"they"are"in"an"‘idle"state"of"low"synchronization’"[31]."Hence,"this"state"might"
imply"that"they"are"easily"subjected"to"the"recruitment"into"the"seizure,"i.e."a"pathological"
increase" in" synchronization" [31]." The" second" hypothesis" states" that" the" analyses" are"
carried"out"between"regions"that"might"reside"in"different"brain"regions."Therefore,"while"
in"one"region," the"enhanced"synchronization"might"have"arrived" from"the" focal"area," the"
other"region"might"have"not"noticed"yet"[31]."Our"results"are"in"strong"agreement"with"the"
second"hypothesis"stated"by"Mormann"and"coIworkers"[31],"and"furthermore"agree"with"
Schindler" et" al." [30]." They" state" that" desynchronization" might" be" provoked" by" local"
synchronization" in" neural" subIpopulations"with" different" times" of" propagation" from" the"
onset"of"the"seizure"to"different"regions"of"the"brain"[30]."

In"this"thesis"we"have"analysed"synchronization"in"the"course"of"a"seizure"on"two"different"
scales" of" spatial" resolution."We"have" found" two" clear"patterns"when" analysing" the" same"
figure" with"micro" and"macro" EEG" recordings." For"macro" EEG" recordings," a" decrease" of"
synchronization" appears" just" at" the" onset" of" the" seizure." Furthermore," such" decrease" of"
synchronization" initiates" in" the" right"hemisphere,"where" the" focal" area"of" this"particular"
patient"is"located."After"some"time,"we"can"assume"that"the"seizure"activity"propagates"to"
the" left" hemisphere," as" the" same" patterns" of" desynchronization" can" be" appreciated." " In"
addition,"the"measure"of"ictal"activity"reflects"that"there"is"an"increase"of"activity"exactly"at"
the" initiation"of"the"seizure" in"the"right"hemisphere."After"some"time,"high"values"of" ictal"
activity"are"also"present"in"the"left"hemisphere.""

On"the"other"hand,"micro"EEG"recordings"reveal"a"highly"similar"pattern"but"with"inverted"
activity." The" macro" recordings" showed" a" drop" of" synchrony" few" seconds" prior" to" the"
seizure"onset,"whereas"micro"recordings"showed"a"similar"pattern"but"with"an"increase"of"
synchronization."The"synchronization"starts" in" the"right"hemisphere,"accompanied"by"an"
increase"of" ictal"activity."Moreover,"we"can"observe" that"some" little" ictal"activity"appears"
few"seconds"before"the"initiation"of"the"seizure."The"onset"of"the"seizure"has"been"defined"
with"macro"EEG"recordings."Hence"this"might"mean"that"in"micro"EEG"recordings"we"can"
see"some" ictal"activity" few"seconds"earlier."Afterwards,"synchronization" is"propagated" to"
the"left"hemisphere,"and"also"ictal"activity"is"present"there.""

We" have" analysed" three" different" seizures" of" one" single" patient" with" micro" and" macro"
recordings."We"observe"that"all"macro"analyses"have"a"similar"pattern"between"them"and"
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the"same"is"found"for"micro"recordings."By"looking"at"these"two"different"types"of"activity"
we" can" state" that" synchronization" governs" the" course" of" the" seizure" in" micro" EEG"
recordings"whereas" in"macro"EEG"recordings"desynchronization" is"mainly"present."Thus,"
we"conclude"that"this"is"due"to"the"size"of"the"neuronal"populations"that"we"are"comparing."
The" activity" that"we" see" in" both" recordings" corresponds" to" local" field" potentials" (LFPs),"
these"are"the"lowIfrequency"rhythms"recorded"in"the"EEG."The"LFP"activity"represent"the"
input"that"is"entering"to"the"recorded"neurons"[32].""It"is"not"possible"to"determine"exactly"
from" where" they" are" coming," although" what" we" do" know" is" that" most" neuronal"
connections"are"local"[32]."For"this"reason,"while"in"micro"EEG"recordings"the"correlation"
is" measured" between" local" subIpopulations," in" macro" EEG" recordings" a" bigger" scale" of"
neuronal"populations"is"analysed,"and"these"reveal"highly"desynchronized"patterns."Thus,"
as" we" analyse" the" correlation" between" bigger" neuronal" populations," perhaps" the"
synchronization"of"different"local"networks"is"emerging"at"different"instants"in"time"[30]."
Therefore,"this"might"be"the"reason"of"such"desynchronization"observed"during"the"course"
of"a"seizure"recorded"with"macro"EEG."

Concerning"to"the"termination"of" the"seizure," in"macro"EEG"recordings"we"can"observe"a"
sudden" spontaneous" increase"of" synchronization" few" seconds" after" the" seizure"offset." In"
contrast," what" we" observe" in" the" micro" EEG" recordings" is" a" sudden" decrease" of"
synchronization" some" seconds" after" the" seizure" offset." Therefore,"we" find" again" in" both"
micro" and" macro" EEG" recordings" a" similar" pattern" but" with" inverse" activity." Some"
previous" studies" already" showed" that" in" focal" epilepsies," an" increase" in" synchronization"
might"be"causally"related"to"the"seizure"offset"[30],"[33]."Nevertheless,"our"findings"are"in"
contrast" to" those" from" Afra" et" al." [33]." They" report" that" synchronization" of" neural"
populations" decrease" at" the" onset" of" the" seizure" but" increase" before" the" seizure"
termination" [33]." Our" findings" are" different" from" their" results" in" the" sense" that"we" find"
desynchronization"during"the"whole"seizure,"and"only"after"the"termination"of"the"seizure"
we"see"an"increase"in"synchronization.""

We"analyse"three"seizures"of"a"single"patient,"and"record"the"activity"in"micro"and"macro"
EEG" recordings." We" found" the" same" conserved" patterns" of" synchronization" and"
desynchronization" for" the" three" seizures." These" findings" support" stereotypy" in" seizures,"
which"is"a"phenomenon"found"in"repeated"seizures"of"the"same"patient"[20].""

We"also"have"analysed"macro"recordings"from"an"interictal"period,"i.e."seizureIfree"period"
that"contained"many"artefacts."The"results"of" the"analysis"wrongly"detect" ictal"activity" in"
the"same" instants"of" time"where" the"artefacts"were" taking"place."Therefore,"we"conclude"
and"remark"the"crucial"importance"of"inspecting"the"data"before"doing"any"analysis."If"we"
had"not"inspected"the"data,"we"would"ignore"the"presence"of"artefacts,"and"we"might"have"
drawn"erroneous"conclusions."Thus,"knowing"the"data"that"one"is"analysing"is"as"important"
as" the" analysis" itself." In" this" thesis" we" have" reported" many" typical" and" unavoidable"
artefacts"that"have"to"be"taken"into"account."To"remove"the"artefacts"from"the"recordings"is"
impossible" without" also" removing" important" neuronal" information." Hence," when" doing"
analyses"we"have"to"take"into"account"the"artefacts"when"looking"at"the"results."

One"interesting"future"topic"for"analysis"would"be"to"repeat"the"same"analyses"with"macro"
and"micro" EEG" recordings"with" a" higher" number" of" patients." By" using"more" patients," a"
statistical"analysis"could"be"carried"out"and"therefore"better"assess"the"relevance"that"they"
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have." " Another" future" work" that" we" propose" is" to" make" the" analyses" with" a" nonlinear"
technique."We" use" a" linear" technique" to" assess" information" of" nonlinear" dynamics." This"
means"that"when"we"find"deIcorrelation,"there"are"no"longer"linear"correlations"between"
signals." However," we" do" not" know" whether" there" are" nonlinear" correlations" or" no"
correlations" between" signals" at" all." A" good" measure" to" apply" would" be" the" nonlinear"
interdependence"measure"‘L’"from"Chicharro"et"al."[34]"and"Andrzejak"et"al."[35],"because"
we"could"extract"the"nonlinear"interdependencies"among"signals."

Finally," another" future" research" direction" that" we" find" interesting" is" to" assess"
synchronization"with" the"activity"of"single"neurons," i.e."analyse"synchronization"between"
neural"firing"activities."For"a"long"time"it"was"assumed"that"high"lowIfrequency"amplitudes"
that" arise" form" ictal" discharges" directly" implied" producing" intense" neural" firing" [4]."
Nevertheless," it"has"been"shown"that"there"is"no"such"permanent"coupling"between"LFPs"
and" neural" firing" [4]," [20]," [36]." Moreover," there" is" not" always" a" recruitment" of" neural"
territories" into" the" seizure" [4]," [20]." For" this" reason," we" think" that" the" assessment" of"
synchronization" of" neuronal" firing" activities" would" provide" a" better" insight" in" the"
understanding"of"epileptic"seizures"and"neuronal"behaviour."
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